Mohawk Group’s Attached Anti-Skid backing provides unparalleled anti-skid performance that adds safety and slip resistance for rugs overtop of hard surfaces. When you want to add softness and durability to contract and hospitality interiors with a stylish bound area rug created from woven or broadloom carpet, Attached Anti-Skid keeps your rug securely in place. The low-profile PET rubberized backing is laminated to the back of the bound material for ultimate stability—not a separate layer that the rug simply floats on. With quality commercial-grade performance you can trust, Attached Anti-Skid allows you to seamlessly integrate soft surface accents for warmth, placemaking and wayfinding, while also meeting your design intent and technical specifications.

- Skid Resistance
- Durability
- Sustainability
- Dimensional Stability
- Efficiency

Color .............................................................Gray
Material ..........................................................PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate)
Weight ..........................................................3.5 Osy
Surface ..........................................................Non Fused/Non Calendared
Width ............................................................154.5 Inches

For more information and to access official warranty documents, visit www.MohawkGroup.com.